Yett GARAGE
SECTIONAL DOORS

Yett Gates – is everything you expect from doors
BEAUTY
WARMTH
RELIABILITY
SAFETY

BEAUTY IS IN THE DETAILS

GARAGE SECTIONAL DOORS

The name Yett takes us back to medieval
Scotland, where this is how people called the
wrought iron gates protecting the entrance to a
castle or tower from enemies. The first mention of
Yett was in 1377 when they were built at David’s
Tower in Edinburgh Castle. In those times Yett
were thought to be an almost insurmountable
protective device preventing unwanted visitors
from entering the castle grounds. They differed

from the more complex and expensive Portcullises
gates (previously popular) as they were more
practical and versatile (they could be installed
in any opening). Yett became widely used in
Scotland and a number of counties in England.
The use of Yett was subsequently restricted by
the authorities – their reliability prevented justice
from being administered.

These days the need to withstand fire and
battering ram has paled into insignificance and such
consumer properties as safety, usability and qualityprice ratio come to the fore. The new Yett door can
be called a high-tech product because of its modern
design, which uses unique energy-efficient and safety
solutions based on a many years experience of our
developers. The design of the Yett doors abounds in

technical innovations and is protected by intellectual
property rights.
Today the Yett doors can be considered as the
most perfect garage doors in the world.
At the end of 2011 the DoorHan Company got
a right to produce these gates in Russia, CIS Countries,
Ukraine and Europe.

Garage doors
Yett 01
Doors dimensions:
width – from 1,800 to 3,000 mm;
height – from 1,900 to 2,700 mm.
Opening’s parameters:
side size – 145 mm;
lintel – 90 mm.

Sectional garage doors Yett 01 are designed for installation into small
garage openings with limited lintel high (distance from top of the opening
to ceiling) and for reduced frequency of use (15 000 cycles). A balancing
mechanism based on extension springs provides balancing of the door leaf.
The doors from this series have two design options: customized Yett 01
and Yett 01S with standard dimension.
Waved sandwich panels with the stucco surface of white (RAL 9010) or
Golden Oak colours are used for production of the door leaf.
The door leaf of the Yett 01 doors can be made of sandwich panels with
any type of surface and colour at customer’s option.

The widest range of panels and accessories
Types of panels

Types of surfaces

Smooth surface

Stucco

Wood grain surface
Standard ribs

Microprofiling

Microprofiling with
central groove

Smooth with
central groove

Smooth

Cassette panel

Colour finish

Mahagon

RAL 9010
pure white

Windows

Wenge

RAL 8014
sepia brown

Dark Oak

RAL 6005
moss green

RAL 5005
signal blue

Green Oak

RAL 9006
white aluminium

Golden Oak

RAL 3000
flame red

RAL 7016
anthracite grey

Windows of different types with impact-resistant glass can be fitted into the DoorHan doors.
They will be an original design solution for your doors.

Window dimensions – 452 × 302 mm

Window diameter — 360 mm

Window frame colours

Signal white

Garage doors
Yett 02
Doors dimensions:
width – from 1,800 to 5,500 mm;
height – from 1,800 to 3,000 mm.
Opening’s parameters:
side size – 100 mm;
lintel – 135 mm.

Sectional gates Yett 02 are designed for installation into large garage
openings with extended lintel high (distance from top of the opening to
ceiling) and for heavy use (15,000 cycles). A balancing mechanism based on
torsion springs provides balancing of the door leaf.
The door leaf of the Yett 02 gates can be made of sandwich panels with any
type of surface and colour at customer’s option.

Panels can be painted in any colour you
desire from the International RAL Colour
Chart. Printed colours can be distorted.
Please use the original RAL Colour Chart.

Window frame colour

Sepia brown

Dark Oak

Signal black

Golden Oak

Silver grey

Handles

All sectional DoorHan doors are equipped with special handles that
makes it easier to open the doors. They serve as an elegant decorative
accessory to the design of the doors.

Crossbar
Locks

The mechanical lock blocks
the door leaf automatically after
closing.

WARMTH ALL THE YEAR ROUND

RELIABILITY IN EVERY DETAIL

United tracks

Thermal image of the door

Yett 01, Yett 02

Yett 01, Yett 02

Tracks are produced out of a single metal sheet, without connecting couplings, due to which reliability,
smoothness and silence of the doors’ operation is ensured. New tracks make the doors’ structure more ergonomic.

New side sealing of garage doors

New girder with top seal

Girder

Frost-proof seal

No cold bridge
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Thanks to its design features the Yett gate takes 30% less space inside a garage.
Steel curve
Yett 01

Housing
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Yett 02
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Top seal
Energoflex

Double seal profile

The frost-proof seal does not
freeze during the winter. It has
a greater space adjoining the
opening, as well as a more reliable
fixation to the vertical angle.

A new girder designed for the
hermetic sealing of the doors is
composed of an aluminium profile
and a special seal of increased width
which prevents doors from freezing
at joints between the door leaf and
wall.

DoorHan sandwich panel has no
„cold bridge” between outside and
inside steel sheets. That makes the
door thermal resistant and prevents
freezing of panels in joints.
Energoflex – is a non-hygroscopic
material used to ensure the
tightening of the panel’s joint.
Track curves are made of steel components connected by contact welding. A set of holes in the track curves
enables quick and accurate mounting of the doors.

RELIABILITY IN EVERY DETAIL

SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY

Side supports
Yett 01, Yett 02

Yett 01, Yett 02

Yett 01, Yett 02

Bottom corner bracket

Side support

New side, top, and bottom supports enable easy
adjustment of the tightness between the leaf and
wall, which increases the energy-saving features of
sectional doors. The doors’ structure takes a more

Top corner bracket

estetic form as there are no protruding elements from
the side supports: the side brackets are located in
a single level with the door leaf and vertical tracks.

The «spring in spring» system

Double-cable system

Yett 01

Yett 01

The «spring in spring» system in
the door leaf balancing mechanism
ensures maximum safety of the
doors operation. In case of one
spring breach, the second one will
hold the door open or prevent it
from falling. A special mechanism of
double fixation ensures the secure
fixing of the springs.
Frame construction

Use of two cables from each
side of the gate prevents the leaf
from falling in case if one of the
cables is broken.

Spring break safety device
Yett 02

A safety device mounted on the
torsion mechanism reliably locks
a shaft in case the spring breaks and
prevents the door leaf from falling.

Preliminary assembly

Yett 01

Yett 02

Decorative covers
Yett 01

Yett 02
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Decorative plastic сasing are mounted on vertical
tracks in order to prevent penetration of alien things
and hands into the moving elements of the doors.

MINUT

The Yett gates design provides
two ways of the vertical angle
installation: mounting of a separate
vertical angle or mounting of
a vertical angle as a part of frame
construction. This helps to adjust
to any opening dimensions and
reduces installation time.
Automatics

They also give the doors’ structure a more estetic
outward appearance and ensure additional sound
absorption when the door is moving.

The doors are delivered preassembled; this considerably reduces
the time required for mounting: panels are delivered with mounted side
supports and hinges; tracks are delivered with curve; spring mechanism
assembly with outstretched cables. Reliable packaging guarantees
protection of the product against damage during transportation.

The Sectional operator was designed for automation of residential
sectional doors. It combines up-to-date ergonomic design, which easily
fits any garage interior, usability and high reliability. Modern technologies
guarantee safe operation and long life of the operator. The operator is
easily connected with the rail and mounted on the ceiling. Besides, it has
a built-in lamp for garage lighting, which is automatically switched on
when the operator is activated.
You can control up to four different devices with the help of one remote
control panel Transmitter 4.

PRODUCTION

Petrohrad

Tyumen
Omsk
Nižnij Novgorod
Jekatěrinburg
Krasnojarsk
Kazaň
Moskva
Ufa
Novosibirsk
Minsk
Samara
Irkutsk
Kyjev
Kadan
Lvov
Astana
Volgograd
Chabarovsk
Dnepropetrovsk
Rostov na Donu
Oděsa
Krasnodar
Simferopol
Vladivostok
Pjatigorsk
Almaty

Suzhou

DOORHAN
Door systems
Rolling shutter systems
Docking system
Aluminium systems
Automation systems
Quick-mounting modular systems
Fence systems
For further information please refer to our representatives.
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www.doorhan.com

